Joint acceleration feedback control of high bandwidth is employed to' damp oscillations during both the contact transition and the force tracking phase. h this control scheme, a classical integral force controller is refined by means ofjoint acceleration and velocity feedback. 7% is intended to achieve a stable contact transition without need. of adjusting the controller parameters adaptive to the unknown or changing environments, and also to stabilize the force tracking control in the presence of abrupt disturbances during the post-contact phase. Extensive experiments are conducted on the third joint of a three-link direcc drive robot to veri& the propmed scheme for various stifiess of the contacted environments, including elastic (sponge) less elastic (cardboard) and hard (steel plate) suflaces. Results are compared with those experimental ones by the transition control without the acceleration feedback.
Introduction
The problem of controlling robots in contact with objects is of central importance in many' applications, such as such as precision assembly, grinding, finishing, debuning and so forth. In such cases, the interaction forces must be accommodated rather than suppressed to comply with the environmental constraints. Thus, contact transition control has to be studied, especially when the, approaching velocity does not vanish. Several approaches, such as the discontinuous control [I-31, the impedance control [4-61, the active damping approach [7] , the input command preshaping. [8, 9] , have been proposed to deal with the contact instability problems and tackle events of contact loss and force tracking. Although these control laws succeeded in stabilizing impact event with respect to specific environments, they are dependent on environment dynamics and require the environment to be accurately modeled. Hence, the parameters in these control laws have to be redesigned if the contacted environment differs. For dealing with uncertainties in different task environments, Vukobratovic[ 101 introduced environmental dynamics, into a dynamically interactive control. Weng and Young[ll] proposed an adaptive fuzzy law for transition control based on the identification of the contacted environment. But such identification is generally impossible to be completed when the environment is stiff, because the time interval between the impact occurring and the contact force reaching its desired value is very short.
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It is essential for many industrial tasks that the robot must keep contact with environment and hold continuous dynamics during the contact transition. This asks the initial kinetic energy to be dissipated shortly enough when there exists non-zero approaching speed. Velocity feedback helps to consume the energy and stabilize the contact transition theoretically [9, 10] . However, in practice, especially when the environment is less elastic, this approach is little effective due to the limited bandwidth of velocity closed-loop. To remedy this problem in hard contact, a joint acceleration feedback control is proposed, since it has a bandwidth wide enough in response to the rapid change of force. In this control scheme, a classical integral force controller is refined by means of joint acceleration and velocity feedback. This intends to achieve a stable contact transition without adjusting the parameters of controller to adapt to the unknown or changing environments, and also to stabilize the force tracking control in the presence of abrupt disturbances during the postcontact phase. Extensive experiments are conducted on the third joint of a threelink direct-drive robot to verify the proposed scheme during contact transition and force tracking phases for various stiffnesses of the contacted environments, including elastic (sponge), less elastic (cardboard), and hard (steel plate) surfaces. Results are compared with those experimental ones by the control law without the acceleration feedback.
Contact Transition with Acceleration Feedback Damping
Considering a one-link manipulator with a force sensor at its Iinkend like Fig.1 , the output of the force sensor can be described as:
where k, and Be represent the stiffness and damping factor of the environment in contact, respectively; the variable x represents the displacement of the environment surface, and hence, e 0 and 6 0 imply that the environment displaces and is stationary, respectively. It can be seen from (1) that the reactive dynamics is discontinuous at the point x=O if the approaching speed does not vanish. This initial kinetic energy has to be dissipated before a stable contact being established. If the active force control law failed to absorb this initial energy efficiently, oscillations, even instability will occur during the contact transition. And these oscillations will closely relate with the dynamics of the contact environment, i.e.,B, and K,.
In order to achieve a stable contact transition without need of adjusting the controller parameters adaptive to the unknown or changing environment, we propose to refine the classical integral force control algorithm by means of acceleration feedback damping. The proposed control law can be described as:
where 2 , is the joint input torque, fd is desired contact force, k,is the integral gain ,of force control, k, is the integral gain of acceleration feedback control, k , is the velocity feedback gain, and q is the variable of the tested joint. The control law (2) is active as soon as contact occurs, i.e.f,>O, and will be maintained as long as the controller receives an exit command. Under such a control, the system energy is governed by:
where J i s the inertia of the joint, io is the approaching speed, namely, the angular velocity when the tip at the point FO, I is the distance between the joint axis and the tip of force sensor. Substituting (2) into (3) yields
= jdx2dt
(5b) Equation (4) and (5) demonstrate that the initial energy will be consumed by the acceleration and velocity feedback control, i.e.
Eh.
'joint Environment 7 respectively. Suppose the frequency of oscillations during a contact transition is cy., which is determined by the characteristics of the contact surface, the suppression of Eh on these oscillations can be described as:
where )ka ( j w , ) ) and )k, 0'0, )I are the gains of acceleration and velocity feedback control at the frequency a , , respectively. The control law (2) can be continuously adopted during force tmcking phase, while the acceleration feedback in it will enhance the integral force control law to suppress abrupt external disturbance and avoid the lost contact occurrence. By assuming the link-tip keep contact with environment, the open loop dynamics of force control can be described as:
where zn is external disturbance. Substituting (1) into ( L o else Equation (12) and (14) demonstrate that there is no steady state error between the desired and reactive forces, and the existence of k, enlarges the stable margin of force control. Also, the acceleration feedback in (2) will help to resist abrupt disturbance and maintain the contact. If the disturbance with frequency and o , << or I oca , (13) can be approximated as:
where the acceler'ation feedback gain k, acts as active damping in the closed loop system and help to resist high frequency disturbance while stabilizing the force tracking phase at the same time.
Experimental Implementation of the Proposed Scheme
In order to test the contact transition and force tracking performance under the proposed control law (2), the third jointflink of a three-link direct drive manipulator (see Fig.2 ) is adopted. The robot consists of three revolute joints, each of which is actuated independently by a DGtorque motor, and equipped G t h a current sensor, a tachometer and an encoder. Moreover, a force sensor and two linear accelerometers are implemented on link-3 to perform the experiments in this paper, in which only the third joint is involved and the other two joints are located to the configuration in Fig.2 . 
Joint Acceleration Sensing
Two linear accelerometers, which have the different locations but the same sensitive direction on link-3, are used to measure the acceleration of joint-3 and cancel the acceleration due to gravity. Because the basement ofjoint-3 is static, we have (see Fig.3 ):
where Oubi is the output of accelerometer-i, li is the distance between the axis of joint-3 and accelerometer-i, Ti is the sensitive direction of accelerometer-i (Fl,2), jj is the gravity acceleration in the world frame (hmsO), $is the rotation matrixfmmhms3toframe-Oand qT =[q1 42 43jTisa3x1.
vector of joint variables. Because these two accelerometers have the same sensitive direction, i.e.,
we have: 
Experimental Implementation of the Proposed Scheme
The structure like The difference between the two accelerometer outputs, i.e.,
O~t ,~-O u t ,~,
is used as the joint acceleration feedback, and the constant In our experiments, G#) is selected as:
in (18) is combined with the gain of G,,(s). which is build on a Pentium 100 personal computer of a sampling rate of 1KHz.
Experimental Investigations
Extensive experiments are conducted on the third joint of the direct-drive robot to verify the proposed scheme during contact transition and force tracking phases for various stiffhesses of the contacted environments, and the results are also compared with those experimental ones by the force control law without the acceleration feedback to demonstrate the improvements.
Open-loop Frequency Response of Force Control
During this experiments, the force sensor keeps in touch with the environment. Fig. 5 (a) (b) and (c) show the open-loop frequency responses actually measured by HP3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer, while the generated swept sine signal of HP3562A is used as the set-point torque of Joint3's actuator and the output of the force sensor is connect to its input channel.
Equation (22), (23) and (24) 
G,(s) =e =
Comparing the above equations with Eq, (10) yields the ratio of k,/B, of 628.2, 4189.9 and 9508.5 for the three environments, respectively. It is shown that the open-loop models depend on the physical nature of the environment, and the oscillations during the contact transition are associated with the resonant frequency. Thus, designing the closed loop controller must be based on the specific set of parameters of the environment in contact in order to achieve satisfactory performance.
Contact Transition
Three groups of experiments are conducted with respect to contact transition, phase, which include (a) contact transition without any active damping, (b) contact transition with only velocity feedback damping, and (c) contact transition with both acceleration and velocity feedback damping. Comparisons between them will demonstrate the functions of both the velocity and acceleration feedback. where E is selected as 0.15kg in our experiments, the desired velocity q d is set to zero, K2 and K3 are open, and K1 is closed, namely, there is only the integral force control is active during the contact transition. This mode will be maintained as long as the controller receives an exit command. Fig. 6 (a) , (b) and (c) shows the desired force, output of force sensor and force tracking error during the contact transition, with respect to the elastic, less elastic and hard environment respectively. We can see from Fig.6(a) that the contact transition with the elastic surface is unstable, and the frequency of oscillations has been measured as 14.9Hz. For the less elastic and hard surfaces, the contact transitions are eventually stabilized, as shown in Fig.  6(b) and (c), but there still exist oscillations of high frequencies of about 73Hz and lOOHz in the initial phase of transition. These results reveal that the contact transition under the integral force control without any active damping is closely related with the contact environment.
(b) Contact Transition with Only Velocity Feedback Damping
The structure of this experiments is also like Fig.4 , while GdS) and CAS) are designed as (20) and (21) Thus the contact transition is under integral force control with both acceleration and velocity feedback damping.
Comparing Fig. 7(a) with Fig.6 (a) demonstrates that the velocity feedback control can damp low -frequency oscillations significantly and lead to a'stable transition when the robot is in contact with the elastic environment. However, it has little effect on the attenuation of high-frequency oscillations in the contact transition of. less elastic environment due to its limited bandwidth, which can be seen through the comparisons between but also the relatively high-frequency oscillations in the hard contact transition are also reduced substantially by the proposed acceleration feedback control. It can be concluded from these experimental results that the joint acceleration feedback control succeeds in enhancing the simple integral force control law robust enough to achieve nearly similar performance within a large range of environment variety.
Disturbance Attenuation During Post-Contact Phase
In order to demonstrate how the force controller with both acceleration and velocity feedback damper responds to abrupt change in e l during force tracking phase, we add a 50ms pulse -, .
into force desired value, that is fd = fd + f , where fd is constant desired force and f simulates abrupt disturbance, then the response of the force controller to this abrupt change can investigate by measuring the output of the force sensor. No clear change in sensor output means the force controller has been well passivated, and also indicates that it must be inactive to the change in the sensor output when actual abrupt disturbance occur, which means that the abrupt disturbance will not cause clear action of the force controller, so neither oscillations nor losing contact will occur. Fig. 9 (a) demonstrates how the force controller responding to the rapid changed i, when there is only velocity feedback damping. Comparing it with Fig. 9 (b) , which exist both acceleration and velocity damping, the improvement is clear. This experiment also demonstrates that there is a tradeoff between the damper and the force responding performance, The classical integral force control scheme has been refined by means of joint acceleration and velocity feedback control. This intends to compress oscillations during contact transition phase, and to resist abrupt disturbances during force tracking phase. This paper reveals that the instabilities during contact transition or post-contact phase are dominated by the opemloop resonance depending on the characteristics of contact surface, and the limited landwidth of an active damper is the critical reason for poor robustness of a classical integral force control, which leads to impact oscillations when contact surface varies or decreasing backing performance due to the occurrence of external disturbances. It has been shown by experiments that he joint acceleration feedback control, due to its much higher bandwidth than that of velocity feedback, can help to damp out the oscillations in the contact transition under various stifhess of environments. Such a damper can also keep continuously active during postcontact phase to make the force tracking insensitive to abrupt external disturbances. However, the desired rapid change in set -up force value is poor responded in the same way and there has to be a trade-off between the damper and the responding performance if immediate tracking is necessary in some cases. .._.U_
